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We believe in the value of local experience, worldwide
Evolution is an expert adviser to leading hotel
owners, operators and investors seeking to
develop and grow their interests globally.
Our success is founded on our ability to build close partnerships with our
clients. We act as an extension to your team, wherever you are in the world, to
help maximise the potential of your property and your people. Our advice is
underpinned by many years’ experience of developing and operating successful
hotels – from boutiques to international brands.
As an Evolution client, you will have direct access from day one to our principal,
Robert Kennedy, with his expertise extending across finance, operations,
development and asset management. Our team will also call on specialists from
our network of partners – from branding to financing – to ensure you have the
optimum team assembled for your project in the most cost-effective way.

We believe that experience is what sets us apart

Our Services:

We believe in acting as an extension to your business
Asset Management

Our focus is on helping you secure the maximum returns from your
assets and investments.
This can involve advising on the right hotel brand to choose for a particular site or
demographic, or perhaps you need insight on expanding into a new territory or a
report on an existing franchisor. Whatever the project, we work to add tangible value
to your business. We have a track record of doing exactly that for clients ranging
from individual owners to international brands, advising on assets from new builds to
established portfolios.

Our services include:

• Advising on appropriate hotel types for specific properties and sites
• Investment strategy advice
• Representing owners in dealings with management teams
• Negotiating partner contracts
• Review of financial/operational/franchisor performance

Pre-opening support

We advise many clients throughout the critical phase before they open their doors for
the first time.
Whether a new build, conversion or re-brand, we work alongside your team to ensure that everything is in
place to ensure a successful launch. This extends from the planning the financing and marketing through to
advising on the make-up of the operational team.

Our services include:

• Pre-opening budget planning
• Sales and marketing plan
• Manning guides
• Pre-opening capital plan
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We believe in adding tangible value to your bottom line
Hotel Management

With decades of hands-on hotel management experience internationally, our
team is ideally placed to advise on how to get the best out of both property and
people – and to make sure the results are reflected in the bottom line.
We understand what it takes to enhance performance in every area of hotel, from operations to
marketing to selecting and motivating your General Management team. We have the flexibility
to offer bespoke contract arrangements and our independence enables us to negotiate optimum
deals with brand partners.

Our services include:

• Financial oversight – from performance reviews to accounting and revenue management
• Managing franchisor relations on behalf of owner
• Employee advice – including resourcing, training and retaining, and building an effective
employer brand
• Sales and marketing strategy
• Capital expenditure planning – extending to renovation project management

Acquisition and development support

Our team has a solid track record of helping clients to grow their portfolios in the most
effective way, worldwide.
We develop considered strategies based on the requirements of investors ranging from individuals and
corporations to private equity funds. In every case, we are at your side throughout the process, whether
identifying new build opportunities and liaising with funding partners, advising on a hotel conversion or
negotiating hotel management agreements.

Our services include:

• Identifying suitable assets, business partners and sources of debt and equity finance
• Structuring relationships between owners, investors, operators and franchisors
• Advice on hotel management and franchisor agreements
• Project management for construction and refurbishment projects
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Right time, right place

Now is the perfect time to invest in Russia/CIS, and Evolution is an expert in how to
gain higher returns for owners and operators alike.
This is a complex market where the potential is exceptional but quality advice is essential – from
choosing the right hotel brand through to the operational and financial issues that are unique to the
region. Our team has deep local experience and draws on the latest research to help investors identify
and capitalise on the most sought-after opportunities.

The market:
• Business travel dominates with up to 80% of market
• 13% p.a. growth rate for international chains – five times faster than the rest of the market
• Mainstream brands are the key growth engine – 30,000 rooms by 2020, fuelled partly by
development in Tier 2 and 3 cities

The market:

Based on exhaustive research, we have identified the key growth opportunity to be dominance of the
mainstream market. Our advice is helping new and established brands through to international brands to
establish themselves in key strategic locations. It is a segment where value for money is key and a strong
F&B offering (due to weather and lack of local alternatives) is vital. Recent results have shown that
owners and management companies can achieve profit improvements of 20% and 15% respectively

Management Service Centre

For clients with hotel networks, we advise on setting up a central hub where key services
such as finance, HR, marketing, sales and procurement can be delivered consistently
and at a lower cost.
Establishing a Management Service Centre enables you to put best practice processes in place while also
benefiting from significant economies of scale. As well as the operational and financial advantages, this
model also provides flexibility as it can grow seamlessly in line with your business.

Our services include:
• Quality control – core function delivered consistently against the highest standards
• Value – proven savings against providing the same services in-house
• Scalability – our service will grow in step with your business
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